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Abstract. Properties such as a large band gap, high thermal conductivity and resistance to radiation damage
make diamond an extremely attractive candidate for detectors in next generation particle physics experiments.
This paper presents our technique for metallisation of a single crystal diamond grown by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) for use as a radiation detector, suitable for operation in places such as the Large Hadron Collider. The
front and back side of the diamond are metalised with aluminium and gold on top of titanium respectively, after
which the diamond is mounted and read out via a charge sensitive preamplifier. The device is found to collect
charge at an efficiency of 97%.

1 Introduction

Table 1. Comparison of the relevant properties between diamond
and silicon at 293 K [4–6].
Property

Detectors and radiation monitors at high energy particle
physics experiments are required to operate under harsh
environments. These devices need to be exceedingly tolerant of radiation damage as it is often impossible to replace the innermost detectors in a timely and cost effective
manner. Currently silicon remains the preferred material
for high precision charged particle tracking sensors at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). However, after the planned
upgrade of the LHC, experiments will demand components
capable of withstanding far higher levels of radiation.
In particular radiation levels will rise significantly when
the Super LHC (SLHC) delivers an increased instantaneous
luminosity, greater than before by an at least an order of
magnitude [1]. As a consequence new types of tracking
detectors capable of coping with hadron fluences of up to
1016 cm−2 and expected dose of 4200 kGy must be developed. Alongside radiation hard silicon, diamond provides
a suitable candidate for the next generation of tracking detectors [2].
Unlike traditional Si detectors, diamond posses a large
band gap, high thermal conductivity and is exceedingly resistant to radiation damage [3] as shown in Table 1. This
can result in efficient, radiation hard devices capable of
room temperature operation. For experiments such as ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) this represents a significant reduction in the complexity of cooling infrastructure
and power consumption.
In this work we present the metallisation and fabrication of a single crystal CVD diamond detector. In addition,
we measure the charge collection efficiency of the device
using 3 MeV H+ ions.
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Density(g cm )
Bandgap (eV)
Restivity (Ω)
Breakdown voltage (V cm−1 ))
Electron mobility, µe (em2 Vs−1 )
Hole mobility, µh (em2 Vs−1 )
e-h pair creation energy (eV)
Thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1 )

Diamond

Silicon

3.5
5.47
> 1012
107
2400
2100
13
∼ 2000

2.33
1.12
2.23 × 105
3 × 105 (pn)
13350
480
3.6
150

2 Metallisation
Metallisation is preformed on an ultra high purity (UHP),
electronics grade, CVD single crystal diamond provided
by Element 6. The sample measures 3.5 mm x 3.5 mm x
0.5 mm and Figure 1 provides a schematic depiction of the
geometry of the sample and the metallisation.
2.1 Metallisation of the back side

First, a thin 20 nm layer of titanium is created on the rear
side of the sample using electron beam physical vapour deposition. A subsequent layer of gold, 100 nm thick, is then
deposited on top of the titanium. In the way we create a
robust contact with good electrical connection to the diamond. Annealing is performed at 800◦ C for 30 minutes, resulting in an ohmic junction at the interface between readout and diamond.
2.2 Metallisation of the top side

The top contact consists of an aluminium grid structure
with each bar measuring 200 nm thick and 10 µm wide
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